This paper proposes a novel data retrieval scheme that achieves effective utilization of disk bandwidth for designing fully interactive video-on-demand systems. The main distinctions of the proposed data retrieval scheme are (1) it requires no extra disk bandwidth to support interactive features such as fast forward search and fast backward search; and (2) it is based on a data placement scheme that can effectively utilize disk bandwidth during normal-speed playback.
Introduction
In recent years, the design of mass storage systems for video-on-demand (VOD) applications has become an active research topic [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . In video-on-demand applications, the storage system supports concurrent retrieval of continuous video programs requested by a large number of clients. In order to meet the real-time bandwidth requirement with minimal system costs, the designer must develop appropriate data placement and retrieval strategies so that I/O bandwidth of the storage devices is effectively utilized. Here, effective utilization of storage device bandwidth means that the number of storage devices required to provide sufficient I/O bandwidth is minimized.
The studies reported in [1, 3, 5, 7] represent the efforts to tackle the disk scheduling problem in storage system design for video-on-demand. However, these studies did not address support of interactive features, such as fast forward search and fast backward search. Support of fast forward and fast backward searches impose a new challenge because data accesses during a fast forward or backward search operation leap rather than proceed in a sequential manner. One common approach to tackle this problem is to reserve extra disk bandwidth, so that when a user wants to do a fast forward or backward search, the reserved extra disk bandwidth can be used to support such an action [8] . However, this practice results in less effective utilization of disk bandwidth. Therefore, schemes have been proposed to support interactive features without requiring extra disk bandwidth [9, 10] .
The problem with the scheme proposed in [9] is that the size of the data buffer required by a stream is quite large because file blocks of a stream are retrieved in multiplicity. The problem with the scheme proposed in [10] is that the loading of the disks in the disk array may become highly unbalanced. In response to these deficiencies, we will present a novel data retrieval scheme that achieves effective utilization of disk bandwidth for supporting interactive video-on-demand.
The data retrieval scheme proposed in this paper is based on the data placement scheme presented in [7] . The discussion in [7] has shown that the data placement and retrieval scheme proposed in that article effectively utilizes disk bandwidth during normal-speed playback. In this paper, we will propose a novel data retrieval scheme that supports fast forward and fast backward searches without requiring extra disk bandwidth. The price paid with the proposed scheme is that extra buffer of size several file blocks is needed to support a fast search operation. However, unlike the scheme in [9] , which constantly requires a buffer of size several file blocks to support a stream, the proposed scheme requires extra buffer only for a stream in the fast forward or fast backward search mode.
In the following part of this paper, section 2 discusses the general disk array organization and the data placement scheme. Section 3 describes the retrieval operations, including normal-speed, fast forward, and fast backward playback. Finally, section 4 concludes the discussion of this paper. 2 Disk System Architecture and the Data Placement Scheme Figure 1 depicts the general disk system architecture which the data placement and retrieval scheme in this paper is based on [7] . The entire disk system consists of two levels of disk arrays. In the first level, the low level, disks are grouped to form fine-grain disk arrays, e.g. level-3 disk arrays [11] . The fine-grain disk array is then treated logically as an individual disk in the second level of the hierarchy to form a coarse-grain disk array structure, e.g. a level-4 or level-5 disk array [11] . Because playback operations invoke no writes to the disks, we will purposely omit the parity data when we refer to the disk array structure shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 further shows that each disk is evenly partitioned into serveral regions. Each region is composed of a number of physically consecutive tracks. Figure 2 demonstrates the rules to place the file blocks of a video program in the disk system. In Figure 2 , each drawn disk can be a single disk or a low-level fine-grain disk array. Since the discussion here is about how file blocks are interleaved in the high-level of the disk array hierarchy, a low-level fine-grain disk array can be treated logically as an individual disk in this regard. The general rule to place file blocks is as follows: file blocks with indices 2RM I + 2jR + k and 2RM I + 2jR + (2R ? k ? 1) are placed in region k of fine-grain disk array j, where M is the number of disks or low-level fine-grain disk arrays in the high-level coarse-grain disk array structure, R is the number of regions into which the disk is partitioned, I is any integer number larger than or equal to 0, j is the index of the disk and runs from 0 to M ? 1, and k is the index of the region and runs from 0 to R ? 1.
Data Retrieval Operations
This section elaborates the data retrieval operations. First, we will review the data retrieval scheme for normalspeed playback described in [7] . Then, we will present the proposed mechanism that supports fast forward and fast backward operations without requiring extra disk bandwidth.
Data retrieval for normal-speed playback
The video-on-demand storage system performs service by dividing the streams into a number of groups and making these groups access disks in an interleaved and synchronized manner. Let M denotes the number of low-level fine-grain disk arrays in the disk system. Then, the system divides the streams into M groups with no group exceeding a predetermined ceiling of number of streams. The ceiling is imposed to guarantee uninterrupted service to each client, i.e. to meet real time requirements. If there are more clients than the system can serve at one time, then the late comers must wait until some slots in these groups become vacant, i.e. some clients terminate their accesses.
The system divides the streams into M groups according to their starting times so that the M groups of streams access the M low-level disk arrays in an interleaved and rotatory manner. Two streams in the same group were admitted to the system either at the same time or at different times but with overlapped shifts. In the later case, these two streams access file blocks with an index offset equal to a multiple of 2 R M simultaneously, where R is the number of regions into which the disk is partitioned into. On the other hand, two groups of streams never access the same disk at any given time.
The M groups of streams access disks in a synchronized manner. That is, the M groups of streams access the same partition region in different low-level disk arrays at the same time. When the disk head scans across one partition region, the system retrieves one file block for each stream. Once the disk head has made a round trip across the disk surface, these M groups of streams rotate and start a new round of access. Figure 3 demonstrates a simple case of the disk access operation. In Figure 3 , there are 4 streams and 2 fine-grain disk arrays. Each disk has two partition regions. The 4 streams are divided into 2 groups so that while streams W and X are accessing fine-grain disk array 0, streams Y and Z are accessing fine-grain disk array 1, and vice versa. Furthermore, accesses performed by these two groups are syn- 8 from the other two programs, respectively.
Support of fast forward and fast backward searches
The fast forward and fast backward searches scheme proposed here is not a direct emulation of conventional analog cassette recorder operations. In stead of flying through all data to perform fast forward or backward searches, the proposed scheme samples file blocks of the playing program. If the program is compressed, then a file block consists of one or more groups of pictures(GOP). A GOP comprises consecutive video frames that require no other video frames to be decompressed. For example, a GOP in a MPEG video file consists of consecutive frames that start with an I frame and end right before the next I frame.
The basic operation of the fast forward and fast backward searches scheme is to buffer and then play the file blocks to be sampled during the fast search modes on a group basis. Let us use the example in Figure 4 to illustrate this idea. This example is from the system illustrated in Figure 3 , which consists 2 fine-grain disk arrays with each disk partitioned into 2 regions. As demonstrated in the fast forward search part of Figure 4 , which exemplies the fast forward search operation at (2 + 1=4) times the normal playback speed, the system retrieves and buffers file blocks 0, 9, 2, 11, 4, 13, 6, 15, during the first 8 service cycles. During the immediately following 8 service cycles, the system plays the buffered file blocks in the order of 0, 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, and, in the meantime, retrieves and buffers file blocks 24, 33, 18, 27, 20, 29, 22, 31. The fast backward search part of Figure 4 shows a case for fast backward search. The examples show that the proposed scheme requires no extra disk bandwidth to support fast forward and fast backward searches. The price paid is that extra memory buffer is needed. In this case, a buffer of size 8 file blocks is needed to support a fast search mode stream.
In the following, we will present the formal description of the proposed scheme for supporting fast forward and fast backward searches. Assume the system comprises M fine-grain disk arrays and each disk is partitioned into R regions. The proposed scheme supports fast forward and fast backward searches at speeds m+ 1 n times of the normal playback speed, where m and n are two positive integers greater than 1 and m n = 2RM .
The system, upon receiving a fast forward or a fast backward search command for a stream, starts to buffer 2RM file blocks during every period of 2RM service cycles. During the next 2RM service cycles, these buffered file blocks are played in an ascending order if a fast forward search command is issued and in a descending order if a fast backward search command is issued.
The general rules of data retrieval and playback are as follows. Assume the stream displays file block K of the playing programme during service cycle T 0 and switches to either the fast forward search mode or the fast backward search mode at T 0 . Then, during service cycle T 0 + t, where t is greater than 2RM and is decomposed into 2RM On the other hand, if the stream continues to play at the normal speed, then the file block to be displayed during
which is retrieved in service cycle T 0 + t ? 1.
In the proposed fast forward and fast backward searches scheme, the file blocks to be displayed during each period of 2RM service cycles contains exactly one inwardretrieved block and one outward-retrieved block from each disk partition region. An inward-retrieved block is retrieved when the disk head scans from the outermost track to the innermost track. An outward-retrieved block is retrieved when the disk head scans from the innermost track to the outermost track. As a result, the proposed fast forward and backward searches scheme does not require extra disk bandwidth. The price paid is that a buffer of size 2RM file blocks is needed to support a fast forward searching or a fast backward searching stream. The mathematical proof that validates the operations of the proposed scheme is given in Appendix.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel data retrieval scheme that achieves effective utilization of disk bandwidth for designing interactive video-on-demand systems. The main distinctions of the proposed data retrieval scheme are (1) it requires no extra disk bandwidth to support interactive features such as fast forward search and fast backward search and (2) it is based on a data placement scheme that can effectively utilize disk bandwidth during normal-speed playback. The proposed scheme requires extra data buffer to support fast search operations. However, unlike the scheme in [9] , which constantly requires a buffer of size several file blocks to support a stream, the proposed scheme requires extra buffer only for a stream in the fast forward or fast backward search mode. In comparison with the scheme in [10] , the proposed scheme enjoys perfect load balancing among disks.
Appendix
In the following discussion, assume the stream displays file block K during service cycle T 0 . Let B normal (t) denote the file block to be displayed during service cycle T 0 + t if the stream continues to play at the normal speed. Let B ff (t) and B fb (t) denote the file blocks to be displayed during service cycle T 0 + t if the stream enters the fast forward search mode and the fast backward search mode, respectively. Here, t is greater than 2RM and B normal (t) = K + t
where R is the number of regions into which each disk is partitioned and M is the number of fine-grain disk arrays in the two-level hierarchical disk array structure. 
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Lemma 2 shows that the proposed fast forward and backward searches scheme does not require extra bandwidth. Next, we will derive the close form of the file block to be retrieved during a particular service cycle. We have the following lemma describing the exact retrieval time of a sampled file block. 
Lemma 3 For a stream in the fast
